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Project work using Service Design Thinking
The MaastrichtMBA involved the Service Science Factory
(SSF) for the course module ‘Sustaining Competitive
Advantage’. SSF is part of UMIO, Maastricht University’s
branch for executive programmes and projects. It brings in
its expertise in bridging academia and practice, focused on
stimulating and facilitating companies to gain a sustainable
competitive advantage through service innovation. SSF
has realized the potential of service innovation in different
organisations through more than 50 projects, using a stateof-the-art project approach, making use of proven service
design tools and multi-disciplinary teams that stimulate
co-creation.
Developing new and improved services is essential for
companies in any industry; it allows to differentiate from
the competition and to create new value for its customers.
(Service) Design Thinking is an approach used to address
complex challenges by ‘looking through the eyes of endusers’ and creatively prototyping new offers with a humancentred focus. Industry leaders such as Apple, McKinsey,
and Mayo Clinic, place this approach at the centre of their
business activities. Similarly, IBM wants to become “the
world’s largest and most sophisticated design company”.

Design Thinking is valuable for public and commercial
organisations for creating innovative services and
enhancing the innovative capability of the organisations.

The Maastrich

SSF combines four pillars to transfer in-depth knowledge
and provide organisations with the effective and easy-toimplement tools.
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Session 1: Understanding the Customer
Teams of 3-4
MBA students were formed. During this first
by Service Science
Factory
session, we focused on introducing the participants to the

1. Innovation Project Objective
The goal of the innovation project trajectory for the MBA
was to provide participants with the necessary mind-set,
processes and tools to improve the innovation capacity
of their organisation. The trajectory focused on applying
service design techniques on participant’s business
challenges. Throughout the week, participants worked
together in teams to develop an innovative service idea
to tackle on of their business challenges. Because the
participants practiced service design tools and experienced
all stages of the innovation process during these sessions,
participants are empowered to implement processes
and tools in their own organisation. The project practice
sharpens the inventive mind-set and enhances the
innovation capacity of their company.

pillars of service design: the service design mind-set,
Experiencethree
report
explaining the project process and design tools.

Design mindset

Design process

Design tools

During this session participants defined the business
challenge to be worked on for the rest of the sessions.
User-centric design tools were introduced to define a
2. Innovation Project Set-Up
business challenge that focuses on unsatisfying customer
The innovation project driven by five sessions. The first
jobs, unresolved pains and/or unrealized gains that
four sessions each revolved around a specific theme as can
matter most to customers. Participants were coached in
be seen in the picture below. Each session builds on the
generating customer understanding using templates to
previous session. During the final session the teams shared
prioritize customers and gather customer insights.
Doing
1
their developed innovations and their lessons learnt among
this, participants got sensitized to look through the “eyes
final
session the teams shared their developed innovations
and their lessons learnt among all
all participants and the session instructors.
of the customer”.
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introduced and applied to the project at
up with innovative business ideas for
e ideas Session
were2:elaborated
on with help of
User-centric ideation
Based on the customer insights generated in the previous
vas andsession,
the new
business
model
ideas for services
andcanvas.
products were
n,
developed. To be future-proof, it was crucial to detect
key trends of the industry. After the trends were mapped,
simple yet effective creativity and ideation techniques were
introduced and applied to the project at hand. Participants
came up with innovative business ideas for value added
services. The ideas were elaborated on with help of the
value proposition canvas and the business model canvas.

odel prototyping
usiness ideas were prototyped with
hdas story boards, role play, and mockeatblueprinting
was introduced
as a useful
Session 3: Business
model prototyping
During this session, the business ideas were prototyped
om a customer-centric
Inrole
with design thinking toolsperspective.
such as story boards,
and mock-ups. Furthermore, service blueprinting
had to play,
present
their prototype to the
was introduced as a useful tool to design services from a
perspective. In addition the participants
est andcustomer-centric
validate their
idea.
had to present their prototype to the other teams in order
to test and validate their idea.
Session 4: Lean commercialisation
This session looked into best practices of how to create
a buzz around new service introductions, and “touching
the heart and head” of the customer. The final part of the
session was used to prepare the original and engaging
pitch presentation.

ercialisation
best practices of how to create a buzz
ul
ductions, and “touching the heart and
presentation
he finalSession
part5:ofPitch
the
session was used to
During the final session, participants presented their
innovation
and underlying business concepts to an
engaging
pitchideas
presentation.
expert panel.

The process led to diverse ideas such as (i) a social
interaction platform for families of an international
telecommunication provider with family subscription plan,
(ii) an Internet-of-Things based solution extending the
service portfolio of an agriculture equipment producer,
and (iii) a multi-sided platform for off-street parking
connecting seamless various providers. The goal of the

ntation
participants presented their innovation
ness concepts to an expert panel.

e ideas such as (i) a social interaction
n international telecommunication
cription plan, (ii) an Internet-of-Things
the service portfolio of an agriculture
d (iii) a multi-sided platform for off-street

pitch presentations was to be convincing and engaging
with various formats such as role play, visualisations and
persona videos. The participants received feedback from
other participants and the expert panel, and were provided
with some practical tips in order to improve the idea. A
prize was handed out for the best idea as decided by the
expert panel, as well as a prize for the idea with the most
votes from the audience.
3. Project Trajectory Principles
The Service Science Factory embraces four important
principles when developing and executing educational
sessions and programmes.
Learning by doing: ‘I hear and I forget. I see and I
remember. I do and I understand.’ Confucius. SSF’s
learning philosophy is that people learn best by doing.
Therefore, the sessions consisted of many elements where
participants practiced service design tools. Participants
applied these tools directly to the team business challenge.
Personal experience: During the project there is a lot of
room for questions and interaction between the different
participants and the experts hosting the session. During
the activities each participant was coached personally
when applying the service design tools.
Co-creation: Participants worked in multi-disciplinary
teams on their team’s business challenge. Participants
were able to learn from each other, look at the business
challenge from different angles and together come to more
innovative and more valuable ideas and concepts.
Scientific foundations: Because the Service Science
Factory is part of Maastricht University and has a broad
network of academic partners, high quality education is
guaranteed. The insights shared as well as the activities
exercised during the sessions are backed by the latest
academic knowledge.
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The Service Science Factory embraces four important principles when developing and executing
educational sessions and programmes.

Learning by doing: ‘I hear and I forget. I see and I remember. I do and I understand.’
Confucius. SSF’s learning philosophy is that people learn best by doing. Therefore, the
sessions consisted of many elements where participants practiced service design tools.
Participants applied these tools directly to the team business challenge.
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“This is a great module because its combines
practical exercises with theoretical classes.”
“The SSF session is very motivating and 
state-of-art.”

“SSF sessions were highly interactive and fun
to do. Teamwork was highly valuable.”
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from SME’s to multinationals). On the other hand by
educational consulting programmes where SSF transfers its
knowledge with regards to service innovation and service
design to organisations and lets organisations practice with
several service design techniques.
Moreover, in the Province of Limburg, SSF is a key partner
within the European Commission initiated European
Service Innovation Center (ESIC) and the LimburgMakers
program, both aimed at increasing the competitiveness of
the manufacturing industry through service innovation. In
addition SSF has also been included in the Good Practice
series for enterpreneurial universities.
Example: Service Science Factory (SSF) conducts
international project for Puratos
www.talkinbusiness.nl/2016/05/service-science-factoryssf-conducts-international-project-for-puratos/
Education in service innovation and service design
University of Maastricht and SSF are well known for
their innovative education methods focused on practical
learning. The learning philosophy of Maastricht University
is Problem Based Learning (PBL). By making use of
problems, projects and assignments students work
individually and in groups to gain new knowledge. SSF uses
this principle by letting its clients work on their own (or
a common) business challenge and serve as inspiratory,
facilitator and coach.
SSF is an important player in education of service
innovation and service design, not only to organisations
but also to students. Several Bachelor and Master
programmes (e.g., Master Marketing Innovation
Management) from Maastricht University are equipped
with modules in innovation and service design.
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Furthermore SSF has developed and participates in a
number of executive programmes and workshops of the
UM Postgraduate Development.
Example: Using Design Thinking to make your employees
ready for the Internet-of-Things
www.innovationmanagement.se/2017/02/16/designthinking-internet-of-things/
Research in service innovation and service design
SSF benefits from the work of eight ambitious PhD
candidates, working on different themes related to service
science and service innovation. Their state-of-the-art
research constantly supplies our projects with the most
recent insights and methodologies. Through our PhD
candidates, SSF guarantees the synergy between research
and application.
Example: Mahr, D., Kalogeras, N., & Odekerken-Schröder, G.
(2013). A service science approach for improving healthy
food experiences. Journal of Service Management, 24(4),
435-471.
www.emeraldinsight.com/doi/full/10.1108/JOSM-042013-0089
Partners in service innovation and service design
SSF has a large network of academic and non-academic
partners, as well as connections to many design and
consulting agencies. Because of this large network SSF is
always up to date with the latest knowledge and tools in
the field of service design and service innovation. Amongst
others SDIN (Service Design For Innovation), SERVSIG,
Livework and Service Design Network (SDN).
Example: Service Design for Innovation
http://servicedesignforinnovation.eu/

